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THE PHOTOSTAT IN REFERENCE WORK

THE
photostat is a specially-constructed copying camera which makes the

photographic reproduction directly on sensitized paper. A roll of paper

is fastened in a magazine at the back of the camera box, and is unrolled as

needed. The sheets, cut off in the proper length, are dropped into the develop-

ing box as fast as the exposures are made. Books, prints, or objects to be

copied are placed under glass on an adjustable frame, which may be raised or

lowered if enlargement or reduction of the original is desired. The print is

a negative, corrected as to position, but with the black and white of the original

reversed.

If a positive print a facsimile with black letters on a white ground is

desired, the negative, when developed, is placed on the frame and photographed

again. Each additional positive copy of a print is obtained by repeating this

process of photographing the negative, and not, as in the case of a glass nega-

tive, printing from it. The prints may be developed in the developing box, or

more conveniently in the dark room. When washed, the prints are dried on

racks or between blotters.

Negative prints white on black are clear, easy to read and for ordi-

nary printed matter, almost as satisfactory as the positives. A bromide or mat

finished paper is ordinarily used, but if sharper detail is desired a gelatine or

glossy paper is needed. The gelatine paper is slower, slightly more difficult

to manipulate, and more expensive, but is always used if the prints are for

reproduction.

For the convenience of readers, The New York Public Library installed

a photostat in December, 1912. Reproductions are made only of books or

other material in the Library's collections. No outside commercial work is

done. In 1913, the first year of its operation, 511 orders were handled. This

machine makes prints up to \\ l/2 by 14 inches in size. The work developed
so rapidly that in 1917 a second machine, making prints 14 by 18 inches

used for newspapers, maps, etc. was purchased. The order book records

4,150 separate orders for 1919, and the number handled during the present

year will probably reach 5,600. In other words, in one month the Library
now handles as many orders as were placed during the twelve months of 1913.

The number of orders placed merely indicates the number of separate

transactions recorded. A single order may be for only one page of a book,

requiring but one print, or it may be for the entire book which might require

several hundred prints. Usually one order sheet contains items from several

books. Large orders requiring hundreds of prints are of frequent occurrence.

[3]
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Why should a library maintain such a photographic service? After all

it is merely an important auxiliary to our reference service. The increasing
use of photostat reproductions is due to a growing realization of its unlimited

possibilities in reference work, in making the resources of a great library more
accessible in convenient and usable form, and at comparatively small cost.

In university or reference libraries photography has long been employed
for copying manuscripts, early printed books, or other material of which

facsimiles and not transcripts or tracings are required for study. It is also

used for reproducing pictures or portraits for book or periodical illustration.

Libraries, however, have seldom maintained photographic departments, but

have entrusted the work to reliable commercial photographers. Photographs
made from plate negatives are expensive, and the process, as compared with

the photostat, slow. They are, of course, better reproductions sharper in

detail and finer in finish than the photostat print, although a skilful opera-

tor, using a gelatine paper, can make prints with the photostat that 'compare

favorably with good plate work. The Library is doing more and more of

this kind of work for book and magazine illustration.

The chief advantages of the photostat, or of similar copying devices, are

the simplicity of operation, the rapidity with which prints can be turned out,

and the small cost in comparison with other photographic processes. The
use of the photostat is by no means limited to reproducing the things previ-

ously mentioned. In fact, this material forms a relatively small, though impor-

tant, part of the work now done by the Library.

The portable typewriting machine is a great aid to the writer whose daily

work requires the use of a public library. Note-taking in longhand even

dictation to a stenographer is slow and fatiguing work. If one is gather-

ing material for an article, one is apt to make a rough digest or summary of the

essential sources consulted, or painfully to copy important paragraphs in full.

Either method is tedious, and when some time later often far away from
books and libraries notes are finally arranged, and the actual writing begun,
there is constant worry and uncertainty as to the accuracy and completeness of

the notes. Errors of fact occur, due to bad handwriting, and errors in reason-

ing due to serious omissions. The use of the typewriter by many professional

writers has lessened the drudgery to some degree and has saved much time.

Perhaps the photostat will change all that when the advantages of an

absolutely accurate copy of a printed page are fully realized. A modern library

finds it necessary to provide places apart from readers who desire quiet

where typewriting machines may be used, and it is glad to grant such requests

as far as space permits. Is it any less important that a great reference library

should provide at cost a photographic copying service?

Such a service could be maintained by the joint effort of libraries of

various types university and special libraries, museums, or other educa-

tional institutions in a place where the returns would not justify any one of

them in installing such a service, or where the initial cost of equipment and

the operating expenses could not be borne.
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It is a safe prediction that within the next few years the photostat will

change many of the present methods of reference work in research libraries.

Few people have any idea of the vital if inconspicuous part which the printed
book plays in furthering progress in science, in government, and in all depart-

ments of human activity. No real advance would be possible in any field,

without an appalling waste of time and energy, if we did not know what had

been accomplished in the past, or is now being done in other parts of the

world, and that knowledge can only be gained from printed books and other

records.

There are three services which a library can perform which make its

books accessible to scholars everywhere, and which extend its usefulness far

beyond its own community. First, the preparation of printed catalogues of

notable special collections, or bibliographies on important subjects such as

are published in this Bulletin. Second, the further development of inter-

library loans of books needed for research, and finally, provision for a rapid
and inexpensive photographic copying service.

When a library is asked for a book which it does not possess, one which

is badly needed for important study, a resourceful reference librarian will

endeavor, by means of printed catalogues or special bibliographies, to find a

copy in some other library. He will try to borrow it, or if that cannot be done,

to obtain photostat reproductions of the pages needed.

An examination of our photostat order blanks for any month is illuminat-

ing and instructive. Each affords concrete evidence of the practical use made
of a reference library. In the main, requests fall into the following groups:

(1) Printed matter whether books, periodicals or newspapers of

which merely a copy is wanted. A transcript in longhand, or a typewritten

copy would serve just as well, but the photostat is quicker, and usually cheaper
in the long run. A photographic copy is also free from errors and omissions

to which the most careful copyist or typist is at times liable, and the record

is more permanent.
Orders for prints come from engineers, chemists, makers of everything

from explosive powder to paint. The special libraries and laboratories of

industrial and manufacturing corporations call upon us for articles in scien-

tific and technical journals needed to carry on their own investigations. Banks

and social workers want statistical tables and government reports. Musicians,

composers, even orchestra conductors, are using photostat copies of music

which is out of print, or which can not be easily obtained outside of library
collections. For no other two classes of printed matter is the use of the

photostat more important than for tables of statistics, and music. A wrong
figure or a false note may produce disastrous consequences. Family trees

and coats of arms are copied for genealogists, professional and amateur.

American, British and foreign patents are photographed for patent

lawyers, or for patent departments of large industrial corporations. Probably
more than half the prints we make are copies of the specifications and draw-

ings of patents.
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The names of writers, critics, editors, journalists especially the special

feature writer, scholars, university professors, graduate students, govern-
ment officials and diplomats, may be found in our index to orders received.

(2) In the second group are included the following classes of material:

maps, diagrams, architectural plans, and all forms of graphic or pictorial art,

whether original prints or illustrations found in books. Were it not for the

inexpensive photostat such material would be photographed by the slower plate

process if desired for book, magazine or newspaper illustration. If copies are

wanted for study only, or for use in designing, tracings (if permitted) or

sketches might be used.

Artists, architects, landscape gardeners, designers of furniture, textiles,

rugs, jewelry, actors, stage managers, and moving picture managers (for
details as to costumes, stage settings, makeup of historical characters), and

advertising men are among the many classes of people who wish reproduc-
tions of all sorts of pictures. Newspapers and magazines make frequent

requests for portraits of persons who have suddenly achieved celebrity, or

for views scenes or buildings from some part of the world brought to

public attention by current events.

(3) The. third and last group of this rough classification comprises

manuscripts, incunabula, first editions, rarities of all sorts, of which photo-

graphic copies are almost a necessity for satisfactory study or collation, if

access cannot be had to the originals. Furthermore, the originals, which are

frequently of great value, and practically irreplaceable (manuscripts, of course,

are unique), are saved the wear and tear to which even the most careful hand-

ling subjects them, if they are frequently consulted. The average person is

not apt to think that books of this class are of much use except in museums.

They have a certain interest on account of their beauty or value or rarity, and

he enjoys seeing them on -exhibition, but he does not know that they are

necessary for studies in history, or literature, or the development of the art

of printing.

A large reference library, as was shown in "A Librarian's Mail," which

appeared in the July issue of the Bulletin, receives many letters which can

not be satisfactorily answered, because of the time which the search, collec-

tion of material and copying would require of the reference staff, already

unable to meet the more legitimate demands of readers in this Library. The

photostat is frequently mentioned, and in many cases where the books sug-

gested can not be obtained in libraries nearer the writer's home, a request is

received for a photostat copy of the picture or page or chapter. The use of

the photostat in handling a reference library's correspondence has not begun
to be developed.

A properly organized photostat service involves far more than a machine,

a dark room, and an operator. The actual process of photographing and

developing is after all a small part of the job. The greater part of the orders

received are placed directly by readers at the Library. An increasing number

are received by letter, or formal written order, and many chiefly for patents
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are telephoned. The service is at present organized as a section of the

Readers' Division', its headquarters at the delivery desk in the Main Reading
Room, with a reference assistant in immediate charge. There is also at the

delivery desk a clerical assistant, and a page is regularly assigned for mes-

senger duty. In the photographing room the force consists of a skilled

photographer, an assistant operator and a page.
All correspondence, save routine notices, is handled through the Direc-

tor's office. The service must be supervised by an assistant with reference

experience, familiar with library methods, having, some knowledge of bibliog-

raphy and reference books. Orders are frequently vague and inexact in

describing the material to be photographed, and the same problems that occur

in reference work constantly arise the books must be collected from all

over the Library, the pages or plates to be photographed carefully marked,
and explicit directions given on the order sheet. The prints when made and

assembled in the photographing room, must then be checked with the order,

omissions noted and filled in, and the completed work filed for delivery or pre-

pared for mailing. In 1913 the orders were handled through the Director's

office and the work done by one of the stack assistants who spent a few hours

each week in the photographing room.

REFERENCES ON THE PHOTOSTAT
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*Burlingame, Luther D. ft VFA
The photostat and its use. (In: Machinery. 1915. v. 21,

p. 951-954.)

ffVHA
New reproducing machine. (In: Iron trade review. June 3,
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